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Claudio Francesco Bellini (1963) is living and working in Milan, where he 

graduated in Architecture and Industrial design at the renowned 

Politecnico university in 1990.

His strong fascination with creativity, is rooted in his early childhood 

years, inspired by his father Mario Bellini, whom counts as one of the 

most affluent figures in design history.

Today Claudio Bellini Design, recognized as one of the most influential 

European studios, is active within several fields of design, ranging from 

furniture to product and architecture, collaborating with leading 

companies worldwide including Walter Knoll; Steelcase; Poltrona Frau; 

Riva 1920.Many of its creations have received international design 

awards, among which the prestigious Red Dot, IF and Good design award.



ACE

The ACE chair family is driven by 

the idea to rethink the one-shell 

chair archetype. Outlines of the 

plastic shell gracefully flow from 

the seat to the back and create a 

loop which gently embraces the 

back cushion. This elegant touch 

creates unique visual dialogue 

between the cushion and the 

plastic frame and evokes 

perception of levitation and 

lightness.

Moreover, designed for the modern office 

environment and the broad target audience 

the ACE chair family provides extra comfort 

and advanced ergonomics. The open 

lumbar area and flexible back allow a user 

to sit in the most comfortable posture. 

Inner structure of the back cushion follows 

the body’s natural movement and 

maximized flexibility.

The ACE chair is adaptable to a large variety 

of different leg frames and configurations. 

Essential yet recognizable visual language 

perfectly matches both contract and 

domestic environments.



 Distinctive open lumbar design

 Inner structure of back cushion fits closely to human body curve

 Soft and plumpy seat foam provides excellent seating experience

 Available in PU and Fabric upholstery with 5 colors 

 8 screws locking system makes the chair base easy to disassemble and switch over

 Multi-functional with different bases fits easily into divers environments  





ACE is a perfect supplement for any work space.  It inspires 

employees to walk out of the busy office and have higher 

efficient interaction with each other at the bar, or next to 

the round table. 

ACE family provides more possibilities for these spaces. 



The five-star version of ACE performs well to meet the demand of daily office needs, 

and it also creates a new visual impression for the space. 







Three dimensional leg design  gives out a modern feeling.



Along with the change in the form of daily 

work, the line between work and home has 

became blurred. Chairs that are comfortable, 

flexible and highly versatile have became the 

focus of attention.



In the cooperative office space, its performance is just perfect! It creates an 

informal and democratic atmosphere for small group meetings. In café area, 

it promotes a soothing atmosphere for a short escape from the busy routine.  



Fabric cushion 
embraces you with
comfort, adding 
softness to the
whole chair and 
releasing a bold 
and elegant feeling 
to your room.



Fabric upholstery with unique 

affinity , makes the product look 

more relaxed and comfortable. 



The PU material gives ACE an aristocratic 

temperament, seamless splicing technology 

makes the chair more perfect, more classic. 
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